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Abstract
We prove that for every regular comma-free code there exists a maximal comma-free code
containing it which is still regular and, moreover, we can e3ectively locate such a completion.
In particular, we can decide whether a given regular comma-free code is maximal.
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1. Introduction
Comma-free codes as treated in this work are purely an object of coding theory but
they truly arose from some questions in biochemistry. We may say that the discovery
of the structure of DNA molecules by Watson and Crick [15] predated the coming of
comma-free codes. In most living organisms the genetic information is transferred via
DNA; the question is, once the structure has been determined, which code and which
decoding are in this transferring process? The central moment in this process is the
protein synthesis and biologists believed that the amino acids, which are about 20, are
replicated according to their special coding agents, some nucleotide enzymes. After
some unsuccessful approaches to uncover the mechanism, Crick et al. [3] conceived a
new idea that each amino acid is coded by a triplet (of pairs of bases, 4 in all) and
the triplets form a “dictionary” such that any triplet which intersects two triplets from
the dictionary is never from the dictionary. This is the idea of comma-free code! We
have 64 triplets, of which we have to choose only about 20 to form a comma-free
code of constant length 3 for about 20 amino acids; for biological aspects see [7].
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Taking this source of inspiration, Golomb and Welch introduced the general concept
of comma-free code and studied in detail largely the quantitative aspect of comma-free
codes. What is the maximal size of the comma-free code of an arbitrary Hxed length on
an arbitrary alphabet? Numerous authors have established the maximal size for di3erent
parameter values. For example, it has been shown that the size of comma-free codes
of length 3 on a four-letter alphabet (the case of amino acids above) reaches 20 in
the maximum. This value amazingly coincides with the number of amino acids under
codage! For this particular case even a method for Hnding all of them was proposed.
Or else, for the four-letter alphabet and length four, the maximal value achieves 57
which was veriHed with computer assistance [10].
As a matter of fact, Golomb, Gordon and Welch and other authors of the early
period (the decades 1950–1960s) considered largely the comma-free codes of constant
length and under the need and inKuence of biology. But it appeared several years later
that nature does not always obey Mathematics: the biological code is not a comma-free
code, not even a code in the general sense; see the annotation to the Chapter VII of
[1], or [14] or [16]. Now no matter how favorable the discussion on the mechanism of
protein replication might be, the comma-free code has deservedly entered into coding
theory. In this article, we consider comma-free code as objects of the theory of variable-
length codes and investigate them in the qualitative aspect.
We consider the question of completing, that is, embedding a comma-free code into
a maximal comma-free code, which is a typical kind of problem therein. We mention
several results. First, the work of Ehrenfeucht and Rozenberg [4] in 1985 saying that
every regular code can be completed to a maximal code which is regular. It is a
pioneering work although it was predicted by A. Restivo almost 10 years earlier [1],
[5, p. 82]. Then follows a result on completing a code with Hnite deciphering delay
into a maximal one with the same delay [2]. In 1984 D. Perrin [12] proved that
every Hnite biHx code, then Zhang and Shen in full generality [17], that every regular
biHx code is completed into a regular maximal biHx code. This is the situation for
the commonly known codes; what about the comma-free codes? Does every regular
comma-free code possess a regular completion? The answer is aNrmative and the main
theme of this work is to show a construction to do this. I thank D.L. Van for asking
me this question. The existence of a regular completion for the regular comma-free
codes is comparatively simple to show. First we give a general construction, which
produces an explicit comma-free code containing a given one and which enables us to
see at once that the former is regular whenever the latter is so.
However, the e2ective existence of a regular completion is more diNcult to show and
this is the scope of this paper. As a by-product, a test of maximality for comma-free
codes which is e3ective in the regular case is obtained.
2. Denitions and examples
The reader is assumed to be familiar with the very basic notions of formal language
theory and we now specify a minimum amount of notation and deHnitions. Throughout,
A is a Hnite alphabet of letters, A∗ is the set of words on A with the usual operation
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of catenation and with the empty word denoted by 1 and the set of non-empty words
denoted by A+. The number of letters in a word u is the length of u, denoted |u|,
whereas for a set X we use |X | to denote its cardinality. The length of the empty
word is zero, |1|=0. For two subsets X; Y of A∗ we deHne their product as
XY = {xy: x ∈ X; y ∈ Y};
their left quotient as
X−1Y = {z: xz ∈ Y; x ∈ X }
and symmetrically, their right quotient as
XY−1 = {z: zy ∈ X; y ∈ Y}:
We also use alternatively the plus and the minus signs to indicate the union and
di3erence of two sets and we simply assume the convention that when a set is singleton,
X = {x}, we rather use x−1Y; x−1Y; : : : instead of the strict {x}−1Y; {x}−1Y , etc.
For any set X of words, let X ∗ be the star closure of X , that is the set of all
products of words of X , the empty product included, which is X ∗=1+X +X 2 +X 3 +
· · ·, where X 2 =X X; X 3 =X X X; : : :; the set of non-empty words in X ∗ is denoted by
X+: X+ =X ∗ − 1. A word is said to be primitive if it is not the power of another
word; equivalently, u is primitive if u= vn implies n=1 for any word v.
These notions are enough for us to deHne the basic objects of this paper. There are
several approaches to do this but we Hnd the deHnition below the most simple and
convenient for our purposes, which is taken from Shyr [13] (cf. [1]).
Denition 2.1. A set X of words of A∗ is said to be a comma-free code if X 2 ∩
A+XA+ = ∅.
We can say in the other words that X is a comma-free code if in each word of X 2,
the Hrst and the last occurrences of X are the only ones, there is none in between.
A comma-free code is said to be maximal (on A) if it is maximal by inclusion in
the class of comma-free codes (of A∗). It is worth noting that a maximal comma-free
code need not be maximal as a code. More exactly, it is not diNcult to prove that
a maximal comma-free code which is also a maximal code must be the underlying
alphabet. In fact, if a comma-free code X is also a maximal code, then it is both a
maximal preHx code and a maximal suNx code. If X contains a word w, not a letter
from the alphabet, then we can write w= uv for u; v∈A+. As X is maximal suNx, u
is a suNx of X+ and as X is maximal preHx, v is a preHx of X+. This implies that X
is not comma free: a contradiction. Hence X ⊆A and the maximality of X shows that
X =A.
A completion of a comma-free code is a maximal comma-free code containing it.
Every comma-free code always has a completion which is a routine statement in view
of Zorn’s lemma.
The papers [6–8,11], provide a wealth of comma-free codes of constant length, we
now add some more.
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Example 2.2. Let A=B+C be a partition. If |C|¿1 then BC+a(C−a) is a maximal
comma-free code for any a∈C; if |B|= |C|=1 then BC is a comma-free code on the
binary alphabet A.
The following one is a variable-length code.
Example 2.3. Let A= {a; b} be a binary alphabet. The set ba+b, and more generally,
(ba+)nb, for n¿0, are maximal comma-free codes on A, which are by the way regular
subsets of A∗.
The veriHcation of comma freeness and the maximality of the two codes above can
be easily done directly by the deHnition.
We need further some terminology that will be much in use in the sequel. A word
x is a factor of the word y if y= uxv for some words u; v. If u=1, the factor x is
called a preHx, or a left factor, of y and if v=1, a suNx, or a right factor, of y. A
non-empty factor is said to be proper if it does not cover the entire word, that is when
not both u and v are empty.
Clearly, a comma-free code contains no word which is a left, or right factor, or even
more so a factor of the other words, thus it is inherently a biHx code and even an inHx
code [13].
Finally we have to Hx the notion of regular languages. The subset X of words of
A∗ is said to be a regular set, or regular language, if it belongs to the smallest class of
subsets of A∗, containing all letters and closed under a Hnite number of applications
of the union, catenation and star operations. Equivalently, the regular languages are
precisely those accepted by Hnite deterministic automata (Kleene’s theorem) or else,
those having Hnite left index (or equivalently, right index), i.e., the cardinality of
the family {u−1X : u∈A∗} (or {Xu−1: u∈A∗}), is Hnite (Myhill–Nerode theorem).
Consequently, the class of regular sets is closed under the formation of complements
and di3erences as well.
3. Construction in principle
In this section, we shall give an explicit expression for a maximal comma-free code
containing a given comma-free code. We need some notations. Let X be a subset of
A∗, we denote by F(X ); P(X ) and S(X ) the sets of non-empty proper factors, proper
preHxes and proper suNxes of X , respectively. Two words x and y overlap, if
x = uz; y = zv
for some z∈A+; u; v∈A+. Noting that z is simultaneously a non-empty proper preHx
and suNx of X and putting
R(X ) = (P(X ) ∩ S(X ))−1X; L(X ) = X (P(X ) ∩ S(X ))−1
we see that R(X ) and L(X ) are, respectively, just the sets of the v’s and u’s satisfying
the overlapping conditions above for x; y running through X .
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Next suppose that u is a factor of the word v, or, v= xuy for x; y∈A∗. We wish to
specify a particular position of u in the word v by a triplet (x; u; y) and we say that
(x; u; y) is an occurrence of u within v. We say that the occurrence (x; u; y) is internal
if both x and y are non-empty. Now consider the set I(X ) of those words z such that
zz contains a factor in X and this factor does not occur within any one of the two z’s
but does overlap them, namely
zz = uxv; |u| ¡ |z|; |v| ¡ |z|; x ∈ X:





Now suppose that X is a comma-free code; we describe those potential words outside
X that can be adjoined to X without violating comma freeness. What are they? If u is
such a word then u satisHes the following conditions, and vice versa. First, it contains
no factors in X . Second, it is not a factor of X 2. Third, it does not form, with any two
words x and y of X , a non-comma-free set by the equality ux= vy or xu=yv with
v∈A∗ and |v|¡|u|. Fourth, it does not form, with any word x of X , a two-element non-
comma-free set by the following equality uu= vxw for some v; w∈A∗ with |w|¡|u| and
|v|¡|u|. Fifth, it does not form with any word x of X a two-element non-comma-free
set by the following equality vuw= ux with 0¡|v|¡|u| or vuw= xu with 0¡|w|¡|u|
for some v; w∈A∗. Finally, sixth, it is a primitive word. These possibilities obviously
correspond to the following formal conditions:
1. u =∈A∗XA∗.
2. u =∈F(X 2).
3. u =∈A∗L(X ) + R(X )A∗.
4. u =∈ I(X ).
5. A+u∩ uP(X )= ∅ and uA+ ∩ S(X )u= ∅.
6. u∈Q.
We distinguish conditions 5 and 6 by the reason that they lead to the non-regularity
issue of languages and we manage to eliminate them step by step in the consideration
concerning e3ectivity or postpone treating them until the last moment. Now as the Hrst
step we deHne the concept of a feasible word.
Denition 3.1. The word u is said to be a feasible word (for X ) if it satisHes conditions
1–5 given above.
Clearly, for a feasible word u, the set X + u is comma free unless u is imprimitive
and X is not a maximal comma-free code if and only if the set of primitive feasible
words is not empty. This provided, we are going to construct a maximal comma-free
code containing X in a more or less concrete way.
Denition 3.2. Let u be a non-empty word. A word is called u-bordered if it has u
both as a proper preHx and a proper suNx, and, simply u-bordered if, moreover, it has
no internal occurrences of u.
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Of course, every u-bordered word contains a simply u-bordered factor. By deHnition
the set of u-bordered words is A+u ∩ uA+, hence the set of simply u-bordered words
is
B(u) = A+u ∩ uA+ − A+uA+:
We call a feasible word u distinctive provided the set E(u) of the simply u-bordered
words not containing any factor in X and not being a factor of uu is not empty, that
is,
E(u) = B(u)− F(uu)− A∗XA∗ 
= ∅:
Of course, E(u)∩X = ∅. We have the following general result.
Theorem 3.3. For any distinctive feasible word u, the set X +E(u) is a maximal
comma-free code. In particular, if a comma-free code has a distinctive feasible word,
it is not maximal.
Proof. Below we simplify the notation R(X ), L(X ), P(X ); : : : to R, L, P; : : : and, simi-
larly, E(u) to E. First, we prove that X +E(u) is a comma-free code. We show that the
following instances that violate the comma freeness of X +E(u) never
happen.
1. rx1s= x2e with r∈A+, s∈A∗; x1; x2∈X , e∈E(u). Since X is comma free, we get
e∈R(X )A∗. Also, e has a preHx u (e u-bordered) and u =∈F(X ) (u feasible) we get
further u∈RA∗. This contradicts the feasibility of u.
2. rx1s= ex2 with r∈A∗, s∈A+; x1; x2∈X ; e∈E(u). This case is symmetric to the
preceding one. The same contradiction obtained.
3. re1s= e2x with r∈A+, s∈A∗; e1; e2∈E; x∈X . We write e1 = gu; e2 = hu. If |rg|¿e2
then u is a factor of x which is impossible. If |re1|¿|e2|¿|rg| then ux= tus, where
t∈A+, hence A+u∩ uP(X ) 
= ∅: a contradiction with the condition 5 of the feasibility
of u. If |e2|¿|re1|, the preHx u of e1 is then an internal occurrence of e2 because
r∈A+, again a contradiction: e2 is a simple u-bordered word.
4. re1s= xe2 with r∈A∗, s∈A+; e1; e2∈E; x∈X . Again, this case is symmetric to the
case above and is impossible by a similar argument.
5. re1s= e2e3 with rs∈A∗; e1; e2; e3∈E. This equation implies that e1 is not simple
u-bordered, or else, by e1 =∈F(u2) either e2 or e3 is not a simple u-bordered word.
Contradiction.
6. res= x1x2 with r; s∈A∗; e∈E; x1; x2∈X . The equality implies that u, being a factor
of e, is a factor of X 2. A contradiction with the feasibility of u.
7. rxs= e1e2 with r; s∈A∗, e1; e2∈E; x∈X . This case is also impossible since neither
e1 nor e2 contains a factor from X by deHnition of E and neither uu contains a
factor from X nor u is a factor of X by feasibility of u.
These are all incidences of non-comma freeness of X +E(u), which we have shown
to be impossible. Thus X +E(u) is a comma-free code. To prove the maximality of it
we need an auxiliary result.
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Lemma 3.4. If the words u and v are such that all simple u-bordered factors of uvu
are factors of uu then u and v are copowers, i.e., u= #m; v= #n for the same primitive
word # and some non-negative integers m; n.
Proof of the lemma. Let (ri; u; si), i=1; 2; : : : ; k be all successive occurrences of u
in uvu, where |r1|¡|r2|¡ · · ·¡|rk |. The factor fi spanning the occurrences (ri; u; si)
and (ri+1; u; si+1), that is the factor r−1i ri+1u with the occurrence (ri; r
−1
i ri+1u; si+1) for
i=1; 2; : : : ; k − 1 is clearly a simply u-bordered word. Therefore fi is a factor of uu.
Now note that
uvu = f1(u−1f2) · · · (u−1fk−2)fk−1
or, if we write fi = usi =piu for every i=1; 2; : : : ; k − 1
uvu = p1p2 · · ·pk−1u: (1)
If fi = uu then pi = u. If fi is a proper factor of uu, then we write uu=pfis with
ps 
=1 and we have
uu = pusis = ppius: (2)
The fact that p 
=1 or s 
=1 and pi 
=1; si 
=1 shows that at least one of the occurrences
(p; u; sis) or (ppi ; u; s) is not the Hrst or the last occurrence of u in uu, it is in between.
This immediately show that, if we write u= #m for some primitive word #, by (2) all
p; s; si; ppi and s are in #
+, hence si; pi are also in #+ by primitivity of #. Now (1)
yields uvu∈#+ and from u∈#+ we get also v∈#+ again by primitivity of #. The
lemma is proved.
We are now able to prove that the comma-free code X +E(u) is indeed maximal. Let
v be an arbitrary word not belonging to X +E(u), we have to show that X +E(u)+ v
is not a comma-free code.
If uvu contains a factor in X then so does eve for any e∈E (as e∈A+u∩ uA+) and
we are done. Otherwise, no simply u-bordered factor of uvu has a factor in X . Suppose
further that all of the simply u-bordered factors of uvu are factors of uu, then u and v
are copowers by the lemma above. In this case, if v is imprimitive, we are done; else
if v is primitive, v should be a factor of u, hence a factor of every word in E and we
are done as well. Suppose now that uvu has a simply u-bordered factor e which is not
a factor of uu. As uvu has no factors in X , we get e∈B(u)− F(uu)− A∗XA∗=E(u)
which means uvu contains a factor in E, hence eve contains an occurrence of E(u)
which is not either the Hrst or the last one (which are the two e’s), for any word e∈E.
In all cases v cannot be adjoined to X +E(u) without violating comma freeness. The
proof of the theorem is complete.
Corollary 3.5. Let X be a non-maximal comma-free code and u be a word such that
X + u is still a comma-free code (i.e. u is a primitive feasible word) then either X + u
is maximal comma free or u is a distinctive feasible word and X +E(u) is a maximal
comma-free code.
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Proof. If u(A∗−u∗)u⊆A∗XA∗ then X + u is a maximal comma-free code by a straight-
forward veriHcation. Otherwise, there is a word w =∈ u∗ such that uwu has no factor
in X . Because w and u are not copowers, uwu contains a simply u-bordered factor e
which is not a factor of uu. Consequently, e∈B(u) − F(uu) − A∗XA∗=E as e does
not contain any factors in X . This shows that E(u) 
= ∅ and the assertion follows by
Theorem 3.3.
Now we claim the concluding statement of this section. Since {u} is a regular set
and E(u) is a regular set whenever X is so, we see that there exists always a regular
maximal comma-free code containing a regular given comma-free code X , namely X ,
if there is no primitive feasible word (X is maximal already) or, X + u or X +E(u)
for any primitive feasible word u for X . We should note that we have established mere
existence of such maximal comma-free codes, since we do not know how to detect a
feasible word e3ectively, neither how to test for the maximality of a comma-free code
in the regular case. This task is solved in the next two sections.
4. A stronger statement
The most “low-level”, straightforward, criterion for testing of maximal comma free-
ness is, as we have noted, that the set of primitive feasible words be empty. However,
this test is inapplicable, at least by the fact that it involves some conditions that seems
non-constructive. The aim of this section is to establish a stronger statement that leads
to an e3ective procedure for regular comma-free codes.
Let X be a comma-free code. We call u an admissible word for X if u satisHes the
following conditions:
1. u =∈A∗XA∗.
2. u =∈F(X 2).
3. u =∈A∗L(X ) + R(X )A∗
4. u =∈ I(X ).
A feasible word is clearly admissible and an admissible word is “almost” feasible, only
with last condition 5 of the feasibility dropped out; for the admissibility we get rid of
this intractable condition. Denote the set of admissible words by C(X ) which is
C(X ) = A+ − F(XX )− A∗XA∗ − A∗L(X )− R(X )A∗ − I(X ):
Here is a straightforward property.
Remark 4.1. If u and v are admissible words for which uv and vu do not contain any
factor in X , then both uv and vu are admissible words; in particular, the square of an
admissible word is always admissible. The veriHcation is routine by the deHnition.
Our main theorem is as follows.
Theorem 4.2. A comma-free code is maximal if and only if the set of primitive ad-
missible words is empty.
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Proof. It is rather technical. We prove actually the equivalent statement that a comma-
free code is not maximal if and only if the set of primitive admissible words is not
empty.
The direct implication is obvious. The reverse implication—existence of primitive
admissible words implies non-maximality of the code—will be proved in a series of
technical notions and propositions. The idea of the proof is very simple: we derive from
a given primitive admissible word, a primitive feasible word or a distinctive feasible
word and, moreover, we do it in an e3ective way. Both issues show that the code is
not maximal.
First we have to deHne a certain notion. Let X be a subset of words of A∗ and
consider the set A∗ −F(X )−A∗XA∗ of those words that are not a factor of X and do
not contain any factor in X . We set
M (X ) = (A+ − F − A∗XA∗)− A+(A+ − F − A∗XA∗)A∗
−A∗(A+ − F − A∗XA∗)A+:
It is straightforward to see that M (X ) is the set of all “minimal” words having no
factors in X and being no factors of X , that is, of those words having no factor in
X and being no factors of X , but no proper factor of which has this property, or
equivalently, every proper factor of which is a factor of X . For any word u∈A∗ we
call the rank of u, denoted rank(u), the number of occurrences of the words of M (X ),
as factors, in u.
Now let X be a comma-free code possessing a primitive admissible word p.
Denition 4.3. A right special word, with respect to p and X , is a word of the form
r= xauy, where a is a letter, xau is a preHx of p2, au is in M (X ) and uy is a proper
suNx of X . Symmetrically, a left special word, with respect to p and X , is a word of
the form s= xvby, where b is a letter, vby is a suNx of p2, vb is in M (X ) and xv is
a proper preHx of X . A word is special if it is a left or right special word.
Special words always exist (as far as we suppose p to exist) as we shall see later.
We shall brieKy denote P(X ), S(X ), M (X ); : : : by P, S, M; : : : whenever possible in
the sequence.
Remark 4.4. We may see by deHnition that if w is a special word (with respect to the
primitive admissible word p) then
1. w =∈F(X ) (since w contains a factor in M).
2. w =∈A∗XA∗ (since p2 is admissible and w contains a factor in M).
3. w =∈A∗L(X ) + R(X )A∗ (since p2 is admissible and contains a factor in M).
4. w =∈ I(X ) (since p2 is admissible and w contains a factor in M).
The special words, thus, are “almost” admissible, only the condition w =∈F(X 2) is
needed instead of condition 1. Consequently, the square of a special word is admissible.
We have the following important property.
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Proposition 4.5. If all special words are powers of p then p is both right and left
special word and, moreover, with rank(p)= 1, that is, p has the form either p= xay
with x; y∈A∗; a∈A; a∈M (X ); x∈P(X ) and y∈S(X ) or p= xauby with x; u; y∈A∗;
a; b∈A; aub∈M (X ); xau∈P(X ) and uby∈S(X ), with respect to the unique occurrence
of M in p being a letter or not.
Proof. Since p2 =∈ I(X ) and p =∈A∗XA∗ (by admissibility of p), p2 has no factor in
X . We have the following possibilities regarding the rank of p.
(1) rank(p)= 1. We may write p= xry with r∈M ; x; y∈A∗ and r= ub= av with
a; b∈A; u; v∈A∗. By the obvious inequality rank(st)¿rank(s)+rank(t) for s; t∈A∗ we
get rank(p2)¿2. Suppose that
(1.1) rank(p2)= 2. We have
p2 = xryxry = xavyxuby:
We have already av and ub as two occurrences of M and by assumption we have no
more, hence vyxu∈F(X ). If vyxu∈S then the word
xavyxu = xryxu = pxu
is a right special word which is longer than p and shorter than p2, hence it cannot be
a power of p. This subcase is impossible. If vyxu∈P then the word
vyxuby = vyxry = vyp
is a left special word. The similar argument shows that this subcase is impossible
either.
Now suppose that vyxu =∈P+ S. Let z be a non-empty word such that zvyxu∈P.
The word
zvyxuby = zvyp
is then a left special word longer than p but having rank 1, hence it cannot be a power
of p (which should have rank more that 1 if longer than p). So this case does not
take place.
(1.2) rank(p2)¿2. Suppose that (x1; av; y1) and (x2; tc; y2), where av; tc∈M ; a; c∈A;
x1; y1; x2; y2; t; v∈A∗, are the two leftmost occurrences of M in p2 and |x2|¿|x1|. (Note
that the occurrence (x2; tc; y2) then lies across the junction of the two p’s in p2 as
rank(p)= 1.) Let w be the factor of p2 spanning these two occurrences:
w = avs = rtc:
We write s as s= s1c for s1∈A∗. If vs1 (spanning v and t) is in P then the word
f= vy1p is a left special word, longer than p and shorter than p2, hence it is not
a power of p. If vs1 =∈P + S then vs1z∈S for some non-empty word z, therefore the
word x1avs1z is a right special word with rank 1, which is not a power higher than 1
of p and which is not p because of the larger length.
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Finally, suppose that vs1∈S. Then the following word
f = x1avs1
is a right special word, no shorter than p. Now, by assumption, f is a copower with
p, we get f=p as f is shorter than p2. By symmetry, consider the two rightmost
occurrences of M in p2 instead. Then we conclude that p is a left special word with
rank 1. This shows that p has the form claimed in the proposition. We show next that
the last case that remains is ruled out.
(2) rank(p)¿1. Let (x1; au; y1) and (x2; vb; y2) be the two leftmost occurrences of
M in p and w be the factor of p spanning these two occurrences: w= aus= tvb. We
write s= s1b; t= at1, where s1; t1∈A∗. If us1 = t1v∈P the word
f = usy2p
is left special, longer than p but shorter than p2. If, alternatively, us1 = t1v∈S then
the word
f = x1aus1 = x1tv
is right special, shorter than p. Finally, if us1 = t1v =∈P+S then t1vz∈S for some z∈A+
and the word
f = x1tvz
is a right special word with rank 1, which is not a power of p because rank(p)¿1.
In all three subcases we see that the special words f are never a power of p.
Summarizing, under the assumption only subcase (1.2) is possible with p being both
left and right special with rank 1. The Proposition is proved.
We proceed further to show that the existence of a primitive admissible word, p,
will imply the existence of a primitive feasible word or a distinctive feasible word
which will accomplish the proof. But Hrst what is the special word for?
Proposition 4.6. Every admissible word with rank 1, both left and right special, is
feasible.
Proof. Let p be such an admissible word. We have to verify the last condition in the
deHnition of feasibility, namely, A+p∩pP(X )= ∅ and pA+ ∩ S(X )p= ∅. For example,
we show A+p∩pP(X )= ∅, the other one is done symmetrically.
By the Proposition 4.4, suppose that p has the form (the other case is handled
similarly)
p = xauby;
where x; u; y∈A∗; a; b∈A; aub∈M ; xau∈P and uby∈S. Assume the contrary that
sp=pr or
sp = xaubyr
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with s∈A+, r∈P. If |s|6|x| then x= st for t∈A∗ with |t|¡|x| and
p = taubyr;
which shows that p has at least two occurrences of M : (t; aub; yr) and (x; aub; y). A
contradiction. If, otherwise, |s|¿|x| then p is a factor of ubyr, hence p∈F(SP)⊆F(X 2)
which is also a contradiction. The proof is complete.
The next statement is somewhat more precise than Remark 4.1.
Proposition 4.7. If u is a primitive admissible word then u2 is feasible.
Proof. By Remark 4.1, u2 is admissible. We have only to show that A+u2 ∩ u2P(X )= ∅
and u2A+ ∩ S(X )u2 = ∅. We show, for example, u2A+ ∩ S(X )u2 = ∅, the other is done
symmetrically. If, otherwise, u2r= su2 with s∈S and r∈A+ then we have |s|¡|u| since
u =∈F(X ) which implies
sut = u2
for some t∈A∗. On the other hand, |s|¿0 as |r|¿0, but this means that u is not
primitive which is a contradiction. The proof is complete.
Now we show how to get a primitive feasible word or a distinctive feasible word
from p.
If every special word is a power of p then p is both left and right special with rank
1 by Proposition 4.5, hence p itself is (primitive) feasible word by Proposition 4.6.
If, otherwise, there exists a special word s which is not a power of p, then consider
the word s2p2. As a matter of fact, s2p2 is not a power of p either, and more than
that, is primitive; see, e.g. [13] or [Sch]. Further as sp; ps =∈A∗XA∗ and s; p =∈X we get
s2p2; p2s2 =∈A∗XA∗, hence s2p2 is admissible as so are s2; p2 by Remarks 4.1 and 4.4.
Thus the word f=(s2p2)2 is a feasible word by Proposition 4.7 and, moreover, is not
copower with p. Consequently, the f-bordered word fpf contains a simple f-bordered
word e which is not a factor of f2 by Lemma 3.4. Note that fpf =∈A∗XA∗, therefore
e ∈ B(f)− F(ff)− A∗XA∗
that is E(f) 
= ∅ and f is a distinctive feasible word. This completes the proof of the
Theorem 4.2.
5. Regular comma-free code: e*ective test of maximality and e*ective completion
Theorem 4.2. provides means by which to test the maximality and to construct a
completion of a regular comma-free code in an e3ective manner. Let X be a regular
comma-free code; the sets F(X 2), A∗XA∗ and R(X ) and L(X ) are also regular and are
constructibly determined from X . We want to show that the set of admissible words
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is also regular for which it is enough to prove that I(X ) is regular. Recall that
I(X ) =
⋃
ps ∈X;p =1; s =1
(A∗p ∩ sA∗):
We denote the family
{u−1X : u ∈ A∗}\{∅} = {S1; : : : ; Sn};
which is Hnite by the regularity of X , and
Pi = {p : p−1X = Si}:
Note that Pi; Si all are regular sets.
Lemma 5.1. I(X )=
⋃n
i=1(SiA
∗ ∩A∗Pi). Consequently, I(X ) is a regular set, if so is X .
Proof. First, we observe that
X = P1S1 + · · ·+ PnSn:
Indeed, we trivially have PiSi ⊆X by deHnition, 16i6n. Conversely, let ps∈X and




∗ ∩A∗Pi)⊆ I(X ) trivially holds. For the converse inclusion
let w∈I(X ), or w= su= vp with ps∈X ; u; v∈A∗. By the observation above, there
is i; 16i6n, such that p∈Pi and s∈Si which shows that w∈(SiA∗ ∩A∗Pi) and the
lemma follows.
Theorem 5.2. For a regular comma-free code the set of admissible words is also a
regular set, constructibly determined from it; hence one can e2ectively test whether
the given comma-free code is a maximal comma-free code.
Proof. Given a regular comma-free code X , the set
C(X ) = A+ − F(X 2)− A∗XA∗ − A∗R(X )− L(X )A∗ − I(X )
of admissible words for X is then a regular set since F(X 2), A∗XA∗, R(X ), L(X ) are
obviously regular and I(X ) is also regular by Lemma 5.1. By Theorem 4.3 X is not
maximal if and only if there is a primitive admissible word, that is, C(X )∩Q 
= ∅. Thus
testing the maximality of X is now equivalent to testing the emptiness of C(X )∩Q,
for which we use the following result of Ito et al. [9].
Proposition 5.3. A deterministic automaton with n states, n¿1, accepts primitive
words if and only if it accepts a primitive word of length no greater than 3n− 3.
Given a deterministic automaton accepting X we can e3ectively construct the deter-
ministic automata accepting F(X 2), A∗XA∗, A∗R(X ), L(X )A∗ and I(X ) by the standard
procedures in formal language theory [8]. Thus the question C(X )∩Q= ∅ is e3ectively
determined. The theorem is proved.
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We come now to the Hnal aim of this paper by pushing Theorem 5.2 a bit further.
Theorem 5.4. One can e2ectively construct a regular maximal comma-free code con-
taining a given regular comma-free code.
Proof. Let X be a regular comma-free code. We can test whether the set C(X )∩Q
of admissible words for X is empty by Proposition 5.3. If yes, X is maximal. If no,
we can e3ectively locate a primitive admissible word p. Tracing the proof of Theorem
4.3, if p is simultaneously a right and left special word with rank 1, the veriHcation of
which is a Hnite procedure, then p is a primitive feasible word by Proposition 4.6. If
p is not so, there exists then a special word s that is not a power of p, and, the word
f=(s2p2)2 is a distinctive feasible word. We show that the determination of such s,
hence of f, is also an e3ective procedure. To do this, it is enough to see that the set
of special words is regular.
Let x1a1u1; : : : ; xmamum be all preHxes of p2 satisfying aiui∈M (X ), which are all
e3ectively found as M is regular. Next it is easy to see by the deHnition that the set
of left special words is
m⋃
i=1
xiai(uiA∗ ∩ S(X )):
Similarly, let v1b1y1; : : : ; vnbnyn be all suNxes of p2 satisfying vjbj∈M . Then the set
of right special words is
n⋃
j=1
(A∗vj ∩ P(X ))bjyj:
Thus, the set of special words is regular. To Hnd a special word which is not a power
of p, we have to check the emptiness problem for the set
m⋃
i=1
xiai(uiA∗ ∩ S(X )) +
n⋃
j=1
(A∗vj ∩ P(X ))bjyj − p∗
and we pick out a special word therein if it is not empty. In order to Hnish the proof,
we just need to verify the following instances regarding the primitive admissible
word p.
If p is a feasible word, is E(p) non-empty, that is, is p distinctive? If yes, X +E(p)
is a regular completion of X by Theorem 3.3. If no, X + p is a maximal comma-free
code by Corollary 3.5.
If p is not feasible then we can, in Hnite time, derive from p a distinctive feasible
word f and X +E(f) is a regular completion of X by Theorem 3.3. The proof is
complete.
We present some examples to show, in principle, the performance; our ultimate goal
is to get a feasible word, primitive or distinctive alike. For that we may follow the line
sketched above, however, if the expressions are explicit enough, with a little luck and
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some ingenuity we can make considerable shortcuts. In what follows the underlying
alphabet is binary: A= {a; b}.
Example 5.4. Let X = {bab}. We Hrst compute
R = {ab}; L = {ba}
and
F(X 2) = {a; b; ba; ab; b2; bab; abb; bba; babb; abba; bbab; babba; abbab}:
Then
A+ − A∗L− RA∗ − F(X 2)− A∗XA∗ = {a2; a2b; ba2}+ T1
with T1 the set of the remaining words of length at least 4. Further, the set of the
admissible words is
C(X ) = {a2; a2b; ba2}+ T1 − I(X ) = {a2; a2b; ba2}+ T2;
where T2 is again the collection of words of length at least 4 of C. We can verify at
once that each of the words a2; a2b and ba2 is feasible.
We try Hrst a2 which is not primitive and for which
B(a2) = a2A+ ∩ A+a2 − A+a2A+ = a2ba2 + a2b(A∗ − A∗babA∗)
and
E(a2) = B(a2)− F(a2a2)− A∗babA∗
= a2ba2 + a2b(A∗ − A∗a2A∗ − A∗babA∗)ba2
= a2ba2 + abb∗ba2 = a2b+a2:
Thus, a2 is a distinctive feasible word and {bab} has then the regular completion
X0 = {bab}+ a2b+a2:
For another trial we consider a2b which is primitive.
B(a2b) = a2bA+ ∩ A+a2b− A+a2bA+ = a2b(A∗ − A∗a2bA∗)
and
E(a2b) = B(a2b)− F(a2ba2b)− A∗babA∗
= a2b(A+ − A∗a2bA∗ − abA∗ − A∗babA∗)a2b = a2b(b+a∗ + a+)a2b:
Thus, {bab} now has the regular completion
X1 = {bab}+ {a2biajb: i; j = 2; 3; : : :}+ {a2baib: i = 3; : : :}:
If we take the feasible word ba2 for one more possibility we shall get a completion
which is the mirror image of X1, as much as ba2 is the mirror image of a2b.
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Example 5.5. Let X = b(a2)+b which is a subcode of the code in Example 2.2. We
have
R = {a2b; a4b; : : :}; L = {ba2; ba4; : : :}
and
F(X 2)
= {a+; b; b2; aib; bai; b(a2)+b; b2(a2)+b; b(a2)+b2; b2(a2)+b2; aib2aj: i; j ¿ 0}:
Easy calculations on words up to length 3 show that
C(X ) = {aba; bab; b3}+ T
for some set T of words of length greater than 3. Obviously, b3 and aba are not feasible
words; fortunately, there remains for us the word bab which is primitive feasible to
treat
B(bab) = babA+ ∩ A+bab− A+babA+ = babab+ bab{aa+; b}∗bab
and
E(bab) = B(bab)− F(X 2)− A∗b(a2)+bA∗ = babab+ ba(b+a2a+)∗b+ab:
showing that bab is a distinctive feasible word. Thus, b(a2)+b has a regular completion
b(a2)+b+ babab+ ba(b+a2a+)∗b+ab:
In closing, we should remark that not only does every Hnite comma-free code have
regular completions but, more than that, it has ;nite ones. The proof of this fact we
hope to publish in a forthcoming paper.
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